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introduction
In present mobile radio networks, high spectrum effciency is achieved by extensive frequency re-use. In the late 70s, cellular engineering [l] was developed to accommodate the rapid growth of mobile telephony. In continuous wave (CW) communication, as used in circuit-switched mobile telephony, optimum cell repetition patterns have been determined, and their spatial spectrum efficiency has been assessed. However, in numerous mobile communication systems, packet switching (often of a routine type and with short data messages [2] ) can provide more efficient use of the available bandwidth. In this case, a large number of terminals can operate within one cell and messages are sent to the base station over a common radio channel, according to an appropriate random-access scheme. Cellular packet networks applying a multiple-access protocol based on slotted ALOHA, such as the public packet-switched network 'Mobitex', are in public or private operation in an increasing number of countries. In this case, the access to the radio channels has a 'bursty' character, and packets lost due to interference are automatically retransmitted [3]. In these networks, therefore, the need to continuously safeguard the traffc in one cell from excessive interference co-channel transmissions in other cells is less demanding than in mobile CW telephony. Thus, frequency re-use distances and cell-cluster sizes may be smaller. Moreover, a packet-switched cellular radio network might exploit the diversity resulting from packet reception by base stations outside the particular cell in which the terminal is located. Most of the recent studies of the performance of mobile ALOHA networks address the case of a single base station, whereas cellular frequency re-use and site diversity has received relatively little attention. A better understanding of multi-cell multiple-access networks appears important to the design of future mobile and personal digital communications networks.
2
Throughout this paper, random access for mobile terminals by (slotted) ALOHA is considered. In pure (unslotted) ALOHA networks, transmissions from mobile subscribers to fixed base stations occur in an uncoordinated manner, so packets may be lost owing to mutual interference between participating terminals. In slotted ALOHA, the only regulation is that packets must be contained in predefined, but not user-assigned, time-slots. After receiving a packet, the base station sends an acknowledgment to the mobile terminal. If the mobile terminal does not receive an acknowledgment, it will assume that the packet is lost and will retransmit it after a random time. It is well known that in wired channels in which a collision destroys all packets involved, the maximum throughput is about 18% (1/2e) for unslotted ALOHA and about 36% (l/e) for slotted ALOHA [4] . Furthermore, the ALOHA network with an infinite number of users has a tendency towards instability [SI.
In mobile radio channels, receiver capture may occur if the received signal powers of the colliding packets differ sufficiently. This enhances the throughput [615] and mitigates instability [13] .
In a wide-area network, a single receiver may not be sufficient to support the offered packet traffic. Two scenarios for increasing the system capacity are considered in this paper: cellular frequency re-use and site diversity. In a cellular ALOHA network, adjacent cells use different in-bound frequencies, so inter-cell interference arrives only from distant terminals. It will be illustrated that relatively short frequency re-use distances can be tolerated without substantial sacrifices to the throughput of each cell. In an extreme case, adjacent cells use the same frequency and slot synchronisation, so that packets near the boundary of the two cells can be received successfully at more than one base station. This offers 'site diversity'.
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Random access to wide-area network I i If the in-bound radio channel is common to all base stations in the network, a wider bandwidth is available for this channel, as the available spectrum is not divided to provide for a cluster of cell frequencies. The corresponding shorter packet duration results in fewer colliding packets per time-slot, which may improve the performance of the network.
In the analysis, it is assumed that time-slot synchronisation is perfect throughout the entire network and known to all terminals; propagation delays and technical difficulties of implementation are ignored. This assumption might be reasonable in networks of limited size employing a relatively low bit rate, for instance 1200 bit/s [3]. If a higher bit rate is chosen, as is increasingly the case in mobile data nets, propagation delays can become of the same order of magnitude as the duration of a data packet. For instance, a call request by a mobile station in the GSM system (rb N 270 kbit/s) is made by means of slotted ALOHA. During the telephone call, in TDMA operation, timing advance and retard is possible for each mobile to ensure slotted arrival of blocks of bits. In contrast to this, in random-access networks, isolated data packets are offered to the channel and the provision of feedback information on variable propagation delays is not feasible. In this case, the effective throughput of the random-access channel is severely impaired by guard times to ensure that, despite random propagation delays, received packets fit within prescribed time-slots. Efficiency is further reduced if guard times have to be large enough to ensure slotted arrival of packets at base stations outside the cell. In the Appendix, it is shown that the advantages of slotted ALOHA over pure (unslotted) ALOHA vanish if required guard times exceed the duration of a packet. The Appendix also discusses how the results derived in this paper for slotted ALOHA can be adapted to (pessimistically) approximate the throughput for pure ALOHA by considering interfering traffic with doubled intensity.
Despite the guard times required in practical networks, all data packets are assumed to be of uniform duration, equal to the slot length, which is taken as the normalised unit of time. The duration of a packet in seconds is T,. If a packet is received at more than one base station simultaneously, the network is assumed to recognise multiple reception and to ignore all but one version of the packet. The feedback channel for acknowledgments of correctly-received packets is assumed to be perfect. This implies that transmissions by the base stations are co-ordinated to guarantee that messages to a mobile terminal experience no harmful interference. The network protocol requires the presence of a suitable control network interconnecting all base stations. Here, we do not address the design of this (wired) network and of the supporting protocols.
3
Channel and capture model
The normalised mean power, received from a mobile terminal i at a normalised distance ai from base station A is taken to have the form [ 13, 6] PAI = aa;"
where a is taken to be unity and power and range are normalised so that 0 < ai < 1 for terminals within the service area (cell) of the receiver A. The empirical attenuation exponent is in the range 2 to 4 for UHF propagation. Owing to Rayleigh fading in a narrowband channel, the instantaneous power pA, received from the ith mobile terminal is exponentially distributed about the local mean power PA, 1131, viz.
The received packet power from two successive transmissions of the terminal is assumed to be entirely uncorrelated, because of Rayleigh fading. This assumes that the terminal is moving. We will distinguish the case where, during a retransmission waiting time, the mobile terminal moves sufficiently far to assume uncorrelated distances ai during each retransmission and, alternatively, the case where for each packet, the distance ai remains constant until eventually a (re-)transmission attempt is successful (see Section 4.3). Shadowing [8, 
where N o is the spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise in W/Hz and & denotes the bit duration in seconds.* If an error correction code that can correct up to t errors is used, the probability of correct reception of a data packet of L bits from terminal j at receiver A (denoted as event A,), given the instantaneous received signal power, is
(4)
where we assume that bit error probabilities are independent from bit to bit 19, IO].
Fig. la plots the packet success probability (4) against the C / l ratio for various values of t. In contrast to the smooth transition seen in Fig. la for Gaussian interference, the immunity to one single (constant-envelope) interfering signal is likely to be more abrupt, and is mainly determined by the ability of the receiver to lock onto the test signal j [IS]. For a perfectly synchronising receiver, a step function near C / l N 0 dB may be considered [16] . The above refinements to the receiver capture model are not considered here. For ease of analysis, a packet is assumed to capture the receiver in a base station if, and only if, its instantaneous power exceeds the instantaneous joint interference power by a certain margin (factor) z, called the receiver threshold [7] . Although this simplifies the detection process in the receiver, the threshold model may be considered appropriate All variables and parameters concerning transmission aspects are expressed in dimensions related to the second. This is in contrast lo parameters concerning protocol issues, where packet length is used as the normalised unit of time if the probability that the C/Z ratio in the transition range is relatively low.
Anticipating the results to be derived in following sections, the throughput of the ALOHA channel against the threshold z is depicted in Fig. lb. The accuracy of the 'threshold model' depends highly on the probability that during a certain time-slot the C/Z ratio is in the transition range (zl i C/Z <: z2), which is found to be the throughput for z2 minus the throughput for zl. Fig. lb confirms that (under certain conditions to be discussed later) the variations in received signal powers are sufficiently high to ensure that this probability is relatively small. In this event, the threshold model may yield acceptable estimates of the probability of capture and of the channel throughput. This observation is in contrast to conclusions reported from recent investigations of spread spectrum channels, where it was assumed that all signals arrive with almost identical power, e.g. Reference 17. In such cases, the C/Z ratio does not vary substantially and the threshold model becomes inappropriate. Moreover, for analogue FM modulation by an FFSK subcarrier [3, 181, the threshold model is believed to be reasonable even if fluctuations in received power are relatively small, because of the FM capture effect. In this case, practical values for z are about 1&20dB, corresponding to the FM threshold [19] .
In this paper numerical results are presented for z = 4 (6 dB), which is more pessimistic than z = 1 . . . 2 (0 . 60 3 dB) as suggested by Fig. la . This is believed to be a more realistic value for practical receivers for binarykeyed signals in narrowband channels, because imperfect synchronisation may impair the capture performance as compared in eqn. 4. During the reception of a packet, the received signal powers (and thus also the C/I ratio) are assumed to be constant: packets are considered to be short compared with the time-constants of the multipath fading. As reported in the Appendix, the results presented here may be optimistic if, in a practical system, packet durations are not small compared with the timeconstants of the fading.
Single base station
The event where the C/I ratio of a packet signal from terminal j at receiver A is above the receiver threshold z is denoted as A j . The probability of capture Pr (Aj 1 pAJ,
given the local mean power of the desired test packet, can be expressed as
where p , denotes the instantaneous joint interference power of the contending packets. Arnbak and Van Blitterswijk [7] showed by transformation of the stochastic variables pAj and p, that, in a Rayleigh fading channel
This reduces to
This probability is seen to equal the Laplace image of the PDF Jp,C.) of the joint interference power at the point z/PAj [12, 131. If the interfering signals accumulate incoherently [7] where n is the number of contaminating signals. In this case, the PDF of p , is the n-fold convolution of the PDF of the individual signal powers. Laplace transformation of this PDF corresponds to multiplication of n factors, each containing the Laplace image of the PDF of the power received from an individual interferer, so
where @ denotes a convolution. Rayleigh fading of the test signal is included in eqn. 9: this probability is conditional on the mean power received from the jth mobile transmitter. Rayleigh fading of the interfering signals is to be incorporated in fpd (. ) . Two cases of contaminating signals are now considered. Expressions are obtained for the Laplace image of interference power caused by a terminal occasionally transmitting a packet, and for a Laplace image embodying the effect of a receiver noise floor. The probability that terminal k offers an interfering packet during the time-slot in which the 'test' packet from terminal j is transmitted is denoted as Pr (koN). This probability is assumed stationary for each terminal. Also, Pr (!-coFF) denotes the probability that terminal k does not transmit, with Pr (koFF) = 1 -Pr (koN). The Laplace transform of the received signal power from the kth terminal is y { f p A e ,
where Y is the variable in the domain of the image, and 6(pAk) is a delta function at pal = 0 to account for zero received power at koFF, A receiver noise floor may be taken into account by considering a contaminating signal additional to the interfering packet signals. The amplitude of bandlimited noise, is Rayleigh-distributed at any instant during the reception of a data packet. However, here we address the signal-to-noise ratio during the entire reception of a data packet, thus averaged over a duration much longer than the time-constants of fluctuations of the amplitude of the noise. Therefore, we assume a fixed noise power N,, and a fixed signal-to-noise ratio p,,,/N,, during a packet reception. The noise power p n thus has the PDF 6@, ~ N,) with Laplace image exp { -vN,}. We denote the probability that the signal from terminal j fails to sufficiently exceed the noise floor at receiver A as P,, , with Because noise and interference add incoherently, P,, may be included as a multiplicative factor in the product in eqn. 9.
Finite population
We now assume a finite population of N terminals with known positions. If the position of an interfering terminal i is known, the PDF of the received power is given by eqn. 2 with eqn. 1. Since lR{G(pa,), v} 1 and 1p{q-'exp(-p,,q-'), The probability Pr (A, I { a j } ) that a 'test' packet transmitted by terminal j captures the receiver in base station A, given all distances ai (i = 1, . . . , N ) , is found from inserting the images eqns. 1 1 and 12 in probability (9 
infinite population
The probability of receiving signal j during a collision with n interfering signals ( j $ { 1 , . . . , n}) is found from eqn. 9. We now address the situation where only the position of test terminal j is known. After averaging over the unknown positions of the interfering terminals, the conditional probability of capture becomes Vulnerability weight uf U pucker from distance U , = I to an Pr(A,ln, a,, {ioN};=A
Here, integration and product may be interchanged because each integration variable ai occurs in only one factor of the product. The PDF of range fa,(.) in eqn. 15 depends on the distribution of the terminals over the service area. Analogous to anlayses in References 6, 7 , 9, 12, 13 and 15, we define the spatial density of the offered packet traffic G(a,) as the average number of packets per time-slot per normalised unit of area (ppsa), transmitted at a distance a , . The total offered traffic, expressed in packets per timeslot (pps), is obtained by polar integration, namely G, = 1 2 n a i G(ai) dai (16) Also, GI =E:=, Pr (io,) with N + CO. The PDF of the propagation range is found from 02-
OO
Inserting eqn. 17 into eqn. 15, the conditional probability of capture becomes Pr (Ajln, aj)
Assuming that Poisson-distributed packet traffic is offered by the infinite number of participating terminals (N + a , ) , the capture probability at base station A becomes
Because the vulnerability W(. , .) to colliding packets increases with distance ai, probability 19 is a smoothlydecreasing function of aj. Limiting cases are 
Spatial distribution of offered traffic
In a cellular ALOHA network, contending packets arrive from within the cell. If we assume the offered traffic to be uniformly distributed over a cell with unity radius, we may write C(ai) = Go = GJn inside the cell (0 < a, < 1) and C(ai) = 0 outside the cell (ai > 1). If we ignore interfering traffic from other co-channel cells, eqn. 19 becomes, for = 4
and the total throughput S A is
If, on the other hand, the same frequency were to be utilised over an infinitely large area, the offered traffic becomes globally uniform, i.e. q a , ) = Go for 0 < ai < CO.
For this offered traffic and UHF groundwave propagation (B = 4), the capture probability eqn. 19 goes into In the limiting case GI + CO, the throughput tends to (2/n)/z. It is seen that, particularly if the offered traffic is reasonably low, the throughput appears not unacceptably sensitive to the receiver threshold, which justifies the use of threshold model.
In the above two examples, it was assumed that the offered traffic is constant with range. Such an assumption is reasonable if the packet traffic load is relatively low, ensuring that few packets are lost in collisions. Also, if vehicle speeds are sufficiently large to ensure that the position of a terminal becomes uncorrelated between each (re-)transmission, the assumption that there is a uniform offered packet may be reasonable. Moreover, in certain vehicle location systems or telemetry applications, a (routine) status report lost in a collision may not need to be retransmitted, which may lead to uniform offered traffic if the road traffic is uniformly distributed around the location of the base station.
In contrast to the foregoing cases, in practical random-access networks, most retransmissions can be expected to occur in areas with poor propagation to the base stations [12] . We now assume that retransmissions are always transmitted from the same distance at which the first transmission was attempted. This corresponds to uniform throughput per unit of area, i.e. S(aj) = So for 0 < aj < 1. This aspect and the effect of hexagonal cellular frequency re-use [l] can be studied if eqn. 19 is rewritten in the form = So exp + z N , a$ + 2nai W ( a j , ai) { I "
where So is the required throughput per unit area qai) = q a j ) denotes the offered traffc within the cell. In eqn. 25, the effect of interference from six other (cochannel) cells is taken into account by including G,(ai) in the integral.
In the analysis of hexagonal cellular networks, it is common practice to normalise the length of the sides of each hexagon (and the radius) to unity (see Fig. 4) . In this where G, is the total offered traffic within one cell. Eqn. 25, with eqn. 26, is solved by means of an iterative computational technique to obtain the traffc G(aj) to be offered to achieve uniform throughput So = Fig. 5 gives the traffc G(aj) to be offered to achieve uniform throughput with a total of S, = 0.4 pps for various cluster sizes (C = 4, 9 and 100). Table 1 gives the expected number of required (re-)transmission attempts before suc- cessful reception occurs, for terminals at the boundary of the cell and for an average position in the cell. Also, the effect of a noise floor N, = 0.1, which gives an average C/N of 11.6 dB for a terminal at aj = 0.91, is considered. For a receiver threshold of 6 dB, a fade margin of 5.6 dB remains at aj = 0.91. Interestingly, the effect of intercellular interference is relatively small, even for C = 4, compared with the effect of noise. The observation that noise may substantially diminish the performance in mobile ALOHA channels is in contrast to observations in Reference 10, where a prescribed offered traffic was assumed. It is seen in Fig. 5 that packets from remote terminals are likely to be lost because of noise, which causes a significant increase in the number of (re-)transmission attempts at larger ranges. Poor reception at the fringe of the cell may also threaten the stability of the network [13] . A higher fade margin appears desirable. If slots in other (co-channel) cells are not synchronised, one may (pessimistically) approximate the effect of the interference by multiplying the interfering traffic CA.,) by a factor of 2 (see Appendix). 
Two-branch site diversity
Although some results are available for antenna (or micro-)diversity at a single base station, e.g. Reference 20, the effect of applying multiple reciever sites has received little attention in the literature. In Reference 21, Chang studied the throughput of a random-access network with multiple receiver sites by extensive evaluation of expected collision events. Here, the vulnerability-weighting technique developed in Section 4 is extended to produce analytical expressions.
To study the throughput of two co-operating base stations, the probability of reception at a single base station (eqn. 19), together with the conditional probability of capture at base station E, given that the packet is not received successfully at base station A, are to be assessed.
To this end, we exploit the a posteriori information that the occurrence of Aj gives about the activity of other (i.e. interfering) terminals.
Activity of interfering terminals
The probability Pr (koN 1 Aj) that terminal k has transmitted a packet, given the (a posteriori) knowledge Aj that a packet from terminal j captures base station A, is found from Bayes' rule We address the case that the position (and thus also the local mean power) of each participating terminal is known. Inserting capture probabilities of the form of eqn. 
(28)
In the numerator, the factor embodying the effect of the kth interferer is not included in the product but is written as a separate factor. Because of the a priori knowledge of k,,, and as Pr (ioNl koN) = 1 for i = k and Pr (ioN I koN) = Pr (ioN) otherwise, eqn. 28 reduces to Remarkably, the probability that k was active during a slot in which j captured A, is defined uniquely by Pr (koN) and the vulnerability weight W ( a j , a,): only variables concerned with terminal j and k appear in eqn. 29. The a posteriori probability appears to be dependent neither on the noise level, nor on further interfering terminals. For Pr (koN) < 1, the a posteriori probability Pr (koN I A j ) is always less than the a priori probability Pr (koN). Capture of a packet from terminal j at base station A gives the information that during that particular time-slot the number of interfering signals is presumably relatively low. Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of the position of the mobile terminals j and k on the probability of an interfering transmission from terminal k. Probability 29 is now used to assess the conditional probability of capture at receiver E.
Infinite population
The positions of the N terminals in the two-dimensional service area are denoted as x i . Since terminal i is at (normalised) distance ai to base station A and at distance bi to base station B, I x j -x A I = aj and I x j -xBl = bj 64 (see Fig. 7 ). The normalised distance between the two base stations is R. Similar to eqn. 13, the conditional probability that the packet from terminal j captures base station E, given that it also captures base station A, is . .
. . where P,, is the probability that the received signal fails to exceed the noise floor at receiver E. probability of capturing the second base station, also. This can be understood from the fact that, with a relatively high (a posteriori) probability, the interference level during that particular time-slot is low, as illustrated in eqn. 29 . The probability that a packet from terminal j will capture at least one of the two base stations Here, the factor W', weights the disturbance caused by an interfering packet signal from position xk to a reception of a data packet by terminal j at the two base stations A and B simultaneously. For a large receiver threshold ( z + CO) or for an interferer relatively close to either of the base stations (ak < aj or bk bj), the weight factor tends to unity. This represents the fact that the interference signal is very likely to disturb duplicated reception of the test packet from terminal j at the two base stations. For a remote interferer ( b k , a, + CO), W', tends to zero : despite interference from k, the test packet is likely to be received correctly at both base stations simultaneously.
Infinite population of terminals
For a packet transmitted from a position x j in the presence of n interfering packets, the probability of capture at at least one of the two base stations is found by rewriting eqn. 32 for a population of n interfering terminals known to transmit, and averaging over all possible position of the n interferers. So with G(xi) the offered trafic per unit area at terminal location xi. Eqn. 37 offers a mathematical expression for the probability of capture at at least one receiver, for an arbitrary spatial distribution of the offered traffic. The expression contains three terms: the first and second terms are of the form of eqn. 19 for the individual receivers A and B ; the third terms correspond to successful reception at both receivers simultaneously.
Globally uniform offered traffic
We assume a uniform offered packet traffic of (39) Also, the probability Pr (A, A Bj) of successful reception at both receivers simultaneously is compared with Pr (A,) Pr (EJ). These approximations correspond to the event where the interference level at the two receivers is uncorrelated at both sites, which underestimates Pr (A, A Bj) and overestimates Pr ( A J V B j ) . It is seen that for the traffic load studied (Go = 0.1 ppsa, so R z 3.95u), probability (38) of reception at both base stations simultaneously is underestimated by about 20% in the worst case, i.e. for a terminal located halfway between the two receivers 
r but is now approximated by
The approximation SAAE ignores the fact that during each slot, the number of interferers and the interference power level at receivers A and B are dependent, and the vulnerabilities of the test packet to these interferers are correlated at the two receivers. This causes Bj and A, to be mutually correlated, as is considered in eqn. 42. The exact total throughput depicted in Fig. 10 is obtained by n 4-fold integration, arising from combining eqns. 38 and 40, to take due account of the correlated interference experienced at the two base stations. We now address the approximate and much simpler technique based on eqn.
43 to evaluate the common throughput SAAB .
As seen from eqn. 22, in a noise-free channel, the a posteriori PDF of the propagation distance a, of a correctly-received packet is Rayleigh distributed, with PDF (indicated by + in Fig. 10 ) has been compared with the results found from numerical integration of the exact expression eqn. 40 with eqns. 37 and 38 (indicated by * in Fig. 10 ) and from numerical integration of the approximation 39. The latter method, containing a 4-dimensional numerical integration, agreed with eqns. 49 and 48 up to the 5th decimal place. Comparison with exact results confirmed that the approximation technique underestimates the number of packets that capture both receivers simultaneously; however, it is noted that the accuracy of the approximation is better than a few percent for sufficiently spaced receivers, say R >> U. In this event, the separation between the two receivers is large compared to the expected distance from which received packets arrive. Each receiver will then mainly receive packets from its own vicinity, so that the probability of simultaneous reception of some packet at two base stations becomes low. More generally, the approximation 
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Conclusions
The performance of slotted ALOHA networks with a single base station, or with two base stations, has been investigated using a 'receiver threshold' model. It appears that this method can be acceptable if (i) the differences in received signal power from various terminals are relatively large, as is the case in narrowband mobile radio channels without adaptive power control, and (ii) the offered packet traffic is not excessively large. Systems with short packet durations compared with the timeconstants of the fading have been analysed. It has been illustrated that short packets are preferable, to take maximum advantage of the throughput enhancements caused by the receiver capture effect.
The spatial distribution of the packet traffic to be offered to the channel to achieve a uniform throughput has been evaluated. It is seen that the effect of noise can be large : particularly, packets from remote terminals are lost because of noise, so that these terminals are likely to perform many retransmissions, which increases the number of collisions and degrades the total system performance. Results also show that in (packet-switched) ALOHA networks, frequency re-use distances can be substantially smaller than in (circuit-switched) networks for CW radio telephony. This suggests that if frequency re-use patterns are designed for mixed traffic, e.g. to support circuit-switched voice for emergency calls [3], spectrum usage during normal packet-switched operation is far from optimum. Moreover, results may motivate the use of wide-area networks with one contiguous 'cell', i.e. the use of the entire available bandwidth over the entire area rather than splitting the bandwidth into a number of channels, as is conventional in cellular telephony networks. In this case, packets can be received outside the cell where the transmitting terminal is located. This type of site diveristy may enhance the system throughput.
Although a fair comparison of the spectrum efficiency of such a system with a cellular ALOHA net cannot yet be given, a technique is proposed to assess the probability of successful reception of a data packet if site diversity is employed. A two-receiver configuration has been studied analytically. It is shown that a particular packet, when received correctly at one base station, also experiences an enhanced probability of capturing the second base station. This is explained by the observation that, with high a posteriori probability, the interference level during that particular time-slot is low. Numerical results have been obtained for the capture probability and the network throughput for the case of a uniform spatial distribution of the total packet traffic offered to the net.
For a cellular ALOHA network with each base station mainly supporting packet traffic from its own cell and receiving packets from transmitters in neighbouring cells relatively rarely, the interference levels experienced at two base station sites may be assumed to be uncorrelated. For this case, relatively simple, approximate expressions are proposed for the joint throughput of two base stations.
Because of propagation delays, the requirements for a fully synchronised random-access network may be too prohibitive to implement wide-area coverage with a 'con-tiguous cell' using one (common) frequency and exactly aligned time-slots. The results presented here may nonetheless be relevant to assess the enhancement of the throughput if a second receiver is geographically separated from the first receiver. 
Packet duration and non-fade durations
In the literature, the analysis of mobile ALOHA systems mostly addresses two extreme cases: slow fading [7-10, 12, 13 and 151 and fast fading [9, 10 and 151. In the former case, during reception of a data packet, received powers are assumed constant, whereas in the latter case, successive bits of a data packet are assumed to experience uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, and error correction coding is used to correct erroneously received bits during a signal fade. In this appendix we address the case where the time-constants of the fading are of same order of magnitude as the duration of the packet. In digital cellular (CW) telephony systems, the probability that a block of bits is located in a non-fade interval can be expressed in terms of the Doppler spectrum of the fading and the fade margin [22] . In a packet-switched net with contending signals, the fade margin becomes a stochiastic variable, which will be studied here.
Linnartz and Prasad [23] studied the average duration that the power of wanted signal with fading exceeds the incoherent sum of the powers of n independently Rayleigh fading interfering signals by a factor of at least z. If the interfering signals have an identical mean power, the joint interference signal is Nakagami fading, with the gamma distributed power [7, 231 where T(m) is the gamma function [T(n + 1) = n ! for integer n]. @, is the mean joint interference power and m is the 'shape factor' with m = n. If n = 1, Rayleigh fading (eqn. 2) is recovered. The variance of eqn. 51 relative to the mean power j, decreases with n. If the mean powers of individual interference signals are different, eqn. 51 was shown to closely approximate the PDF of received signal power if an appropriate (real) value for m is inserted [23] .
For a wanted Rayleigh fading signal with local mean power PA in the presence of Nakagami fading interference with mean power p,. the average non-fade duration (expressed in seconds) was found to be of the form where f, is the Doppler shift in hertz, caused by the mobility of the vehicle with speed U, with f, = uf,/c, where f, is the carrier frequency and c is the speed of light. Here, fading of each interfering signal was assumed to have the same Doppler spectrum as the wanted signal. For a certain mean joint interference power j,. the character of the interfering signal, whether one strong dominant interferer ( n = 1) or a noise-type signal consisting of large number of weak interferers (n + a), produces almost identical average non-fade durations. In fact (53) for 1 < m < CO shows that eqn. 52 is relatively independent of m.
The probability that a test packet is located in a nonfade interval can be investigated from eqn. 52 if a number of additional assumptions are made:
(i) Threshold crossings are memory-less, so that nonfade durations are exponentially distributed. It may be argued that non-fade durations corresponding to the maximum Doppler shift prevail in mobile reception [22] . However, if the speed of the vehicle in an urban environment is also seen as a stochastic variable, non-fade intervals tend to be spread over a wider interval and lacking further details, an experimental distribution appears reasonable.
(ii) The joint interference signal behaves as a nonfading signal. This is correct in the limiting case n + CO, but underestimates the duration of non-fade intervals if the interference is dominated by a single fading signal (n = 1) by about 13% (see eqn. 53).
(iii) The offered traffc is quasi-uniformly distributed with This is an approximation of the exactly uniform spatial distribution (for 0 < ai < 1) by a smooth analytical function. Arnbak and Van Blitterswijk [7] have shown that in this case the mean joint interference power is of the form for n = 0 (55) Similar to the analysis in References 24 and 25 for noiselimited channels, the probability of successful reception is found from the requirements that C/I is larger than z at the start of the packet and that the packet duration must be shorter than the time towards the next fade. Considering assumptions (i) and (ii), this produces For a Poisson-distributed number of interferers with unknown positions, the probability of capture is where we substituted p, = F4. Fig. 11 gives the probability of capture (eqn. 57) against distance aj for f, T, = 0, 1 and 10 in a noise-free channel ( N A = 0). For comparison, the exact solution for packets of zero duration [l5] i.e.
x erfc [ a;] exp (f .a;)} (58) obtained from inserting eqn. 54 in eqn. 19, is also included. It is seen that eqn. 57 with f, T, = 0 is pessimistic compared with eqn. 58. A possible explanation is that in the event of very short packet durations in slots with one (or few) interfering signal(s), fades of the test packet may coincide with fades of the interference [23] . In such cases the assumption (ii) of non-fading interference underestimates capture probabilities. gives T,f, z 10. In systems with higher data rates, T,f, is found to be substantially smaller. In the GSM system with a bit rate rb x 270 kbit/s, a time-slot has a duration of T, z 0.577 ms, so T,f, % 0.029. It should be noted that the GSM radio link may not behave as a narrowband Rayleigh fading channel if delay spreads are large. This Appendix has revealed that in a random-access channel, the fade margin during a collision can be relatively small. In such cases, the assumption of constant received power appears optimistic and overestimates channel performace if packet durations are of the same order of magnitude as (or larger than) the time-constants of the fading.
Unslotted ALOHA
We assume that a guard time T, is required to ensure synchronised arrival of packets. For a network with a maximum roundtrip propagation distance of R meters, T, = R/c. The duration each slot has to be at least T, + T,, with T, and T, expressed in seconds. We consider the situation that the offered packet traffic per second is independent of the guard time. Consequently, in a system where guard times are required, the offered traffic GI, expressed in packets per time-slot, is larger than the offered traffic per slot G, in a theoretical network without guard times, i.e.
(59)
If required guard times become excessively large, say if R > T,c, unslotted ALOHA might be considered. Exact analysis of unslotted ALOHA is complicated by the fact that the number of interfering signals changes during the reception of a packet. We now propose a model that somewhat overestimates the effect of interference in pure ALOHA. A test packet is assumed to capture the receiver if the received power exceeds z times the total power accumulated from all signals that are present during at least a part of the duration of reception of the test packet.
For an infinite population of terminals, the number of packets overlapping with the test packet is Poissondistributed with mean 2G,, and one may use the expression presented in the main body of this paper if, for the contending traffic, G, is replaced by 2Gl, or if C(x) is replaced by 2G(x). This also corresponds to the case G,, = 2G, in eqn. 59. Hence, the probability of capture can be estimated from where 1, . . . , n, denote the interfering packet present at the instant of arrival of the test packet j , and n, + 1, . . . , n denote packets present at the end of the test packet. One may conclude that unslotted ALOHA becomes favourable if T, approaches or exceeds T, .
